
Sea and Rainforest

Biogeny teeming under air on little world so rare. Lucky bipeds cultivate a mind and how 
much more than jungle kind. No Golden Age my globe could fare but did one ever care.
That many paths to blissful integrity when only nature would restrict some knee.
It's all there, plus simple toys, cause in the end your choice.

One million years of wander, yet where are we yonder? Projecting peaceful spheres
to inner, outer universe, or fabricating gloomy tone and warheads lone.
What divides individual or drive, prevents seeing or the friend of life.
If virulent if violent, corruption is for rationale the end. Light and family turn dark, empathy 
a dropping spark. Fevers called out changing runs so species now be even less than ones.

Why look though for a vaster cold, let not wisdom proper tool unfold. On the former or the 
latter, it still is a decision matter. From Africa they hunted through the lands with each then 
having great defence. Journeyed far over sea while sun brings lake and energy. Another 
craft, allegro this could get, dream or time told oft instead. The one enterprise demands, 
tour oddities become a chance.

Disasters began this century to loot, erupting where the wanderings did root …  
Central and East Africa, Western Asia, the southern Mediterranean embarked on the
14th most lethal warcruiser in history, when 7 million bipeds vanished in genocidal chaos, 
forbidden weaponry or famine, 10 were relocated, and 20 or more be destined. 
The intercontinentalities couldn't avert ahead, only sequelize Europe, East Asia instead.
And 184 countries wait for 8 and comprehensive test ban treaty eventually to legislate.
Do your trip on power chip.

The weather. 68 million got their home destroyed, many thirsty and hungry, and 37,640 
drowned in non-tsunami floods 2005-2013. 245 million affected by damage. It was clouds 
bursting landslides, hurricanes and other ufos whirling that science processes and 
understands, like it does about amended nourishment.
In the global 100 village, 50 suffer from living condition, multiple tens go through 
unfairness to desensitising increase of atrocity on screen, street, gulag grounds.
18 of their offspring see no structural school. The lost, with billions devastated before 
knowing, need care, edu, working ideas that can respect, value, enable my children.

Until now I would only crown the species of adroitest on a throne where most efficient
killers rest. Destructive it engages regardless of the sages. The value and the law print, 
conferences, investments, projects of nations and organisations exist. Tragedies of billions 
persist. Throwing, reversing these capabilities won't protect from tumblerock, superflare,     
noxious rays, aliens or teleport the freighter to Freethrive Longlife, neither will tugging at it 
wild in all directions. It spoiled the prototown 12,000 years ago, and numbers grow. Sould?
Top economics trust conglobational syndication, and countries, what thunderous function, 
or making of a foundation. Viewing film or infostream, seldom is to learn much dream. 
Avalanching detriment, horizons away, untold or strange event that reaches into day.
If braking news here if plain logic there, it soon does lead to game of life from anywhere.

Why no elevating prosperity together. How to make more than a football with this weather. 
Try the neurons, take them for happening much better.

My curses, Gaia

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLlFIERt-nE7OYl9NWgnnT1-k9CS-XooNa&iv_load_policy=3&rel=0&modestbranding=1


One device to nurture evolivisation, compatible to now and then level of culture and 
technology, resembling robust features of life. Call it democracy of best technical match, or

Fairness & Integrity Factory Unlimited

engine. What would useful fundamentals be? Attribute, relation, formula, interaction rule 
nature, enterprise, society, machine. Create, select, prioritize preferable precepts, decision 
templates, infobits. Everyone feeling entitled. With a verifying, connecting mechanism that 
merges, grades, displays the overall favorites in a fair, accessible way.

The first Ubuntu village trust, the Periclean (male only) Ekklesiasterion, the early Althingi or  
Allmannathing knew direct modes of democracy. Growing distance and numbers called for 
hierarchical delegate models. Omnipresent, reliable It provides for a different thing today.
When people of all walk of life reach such conclusion independent of one another, isn't it 
substantiation by inadvertent peer review. Something in the nature of things.
And the educitizens, shouldn't they be able to steer the future that's happening to them. 
How many of the living thing will encounter friend of life in how many corner and moment.
Well, we don't have our minima moralethica yet, one that each region on this planet would 
know and accept. Eon-old controversy shows, no matter what age, it remains
process of development. Why not make, optimize essentials with the most powerful:
individuals at their wish and pace, amounting to one true capacity of evolving civilization. 

Current tech equips you for neutral, transparent operation. Let refutable inference logic 
compact formulative variations to unitary principle, and compile charters, agreements, 
resolutions. Calculator machines rank and enact 20 effective golden rules of the Gem,
and 10..50 for an interest domain in its season.
The fairness factory integrates decision support and multi-option management, eg. best 
voted variant renders reality-unsuitable, plan B takes place. Offering conscious nodes 
choices to lot their tax %-wise on variably detailed budget sectors is also feasible. 
Everything @ 24*7 available, misuse-protected, auto-correcting, charter generating, 
converging, adapting, content matching value, parameter, algorithm composer repositories.

Professions change. Demand for project manager, teacher, expert team, sea captain with 
skill, vision, experience continues. A live, synchronous Thing still could prove productive, 
though perhaps not at regular interval. Just to crunch those unsolved questions:
What devil hauls wave or cyclone to that cliff where I build nice powerplant or home to live?
Such chatting form however doesn't perfectly arrive to embrace the day and number of
all growing life. We might get happier with reason when chips run Lögsögumaður
in season. Interface, Ido, ear to serve Althingi round-the-year. Simple at foundation, turn 3, 
4 neurobits, and launch salvation. Now, ... Box!

The integrity automaton effectuates the technically best possible representation of what
all want. Admin groups operate domains and listen to machine design requests.
Individual subscribers and team advocates contribute tomorrow's charter, today's action. 
Their account vote weight reflects constructive achievements which benefit life on Earth to 
Mars. This could include automated metering of accomplishments like score, points, award, 
degree, role in learning, research, engineering, production, steering, art, care, service, …

https://youtube.com/herrblinderpassagier


Let's call such components of the best match machine here metarules. Resembling 
preconditions or requirements for our decision management and business rule engine, 
they don't include any content of Eden. All its value and procedure precepts and 
operational principles shall conform to the axioms, in domain and global scopes.
Software industry standards allow to auto-verify golden rules, metaconditions and machine, 
responsive to users at human perceivable level, founded on algorithmic and math proof.

Refreshing differentiators to various schemes, views, religions, etc: There's none prescribed 
or underlying or defined constant. No ruleset or belief or custom or policy or law.
No Caesar, monoguru, caste, lobby, cult, pyramid multiplier, or entity like Ai, ecomonopoly, 
org, institution, party, elite or not, would far from domain or reasonable influence weight 
determine path or destiny of the spheres from atmo to zoo.
Opting more, accreting infrastructures of delicate complexity with less processing & 
memory node increases error & consequence probability, decreases synergy potential.

Nuclear conflict outbreaks were in the last century luckily contained on a number of 
'occasions', though at invisibly thin threads of a small circle or the-second-of-ur-life hero.
Not quite on one's own momentary condition: papas & mamas designed programmable 
machine and internet to control rockets or understand others of their kin, for example. 
Explore the limits of bioautomatons but please do not disturb … And how began 
infostreams to chime in the early mass receiver prime. Elderly survivor vividly can tell a tale 
of collective insanities by so grand scale. Oh dear machinery at the core, when do you not 
jam vast dimensions anymore.

Managing domains of Eden

The global essential moralethica (Gem) ranks first. All can generate or choose at their hour 
10..50 golden rules. Earth and Mars kid, from 10 if unmodified human, or advocate of any 
team, variable from 2. Each inhabitant trusts and respects the calculated winning 10..20.
A 15-year old preposthuman would accept the top 15, one in the 30s or 90s all 20.
This universal domain, representing weighted citizen voices, will on its own accelerate the 
medium age of Helios' garden to beautiful ecospheres that work for and with living things. 

Regions, cultures, organisations of business or religion or likemind or (speakers for) 
Corvidae, Bertholletia or Cetacea manage additional concords in interest (sub)domains.
Generally one domain or subdomain won't affect exterior, both in content and meta-
conditions, for instance timers. Account teaming allows to form flexible delegate cascades 
in a domain, including the Gem. The Gem overarches so that

 interest domains begin with # 21

 80% incompatibilities and conjunctions in the top 50 of an interest domain 
invalidate until they fill proper. This recomputation procedure automatically ensues 
at each interval (season) change of the Gem or interest domain. 

One of the Gem top 20 may become enforceable. Enacting or removing this cannot happen 
automatically. Only via timed active opinion poll campaign, with a majority of all existing 
citizens above certain age voting in favor. Recall then, insurance, law, security or military 
got 'necessary' when society not knew how to build on elemental relationships.
Some principles of conduct might refer to a work of standards, recommendations, policies.



Sooner or later, your neighbours, relatives, ancestors knock on doors. Connecting them
to developmental charter and project teamwork likewise would … More taking care than 
these curious bipeds? Please don't call it anarchy of Mr. Dolittle if the dialog becomes 
sensible and long-run effects justify the effort, ie benefit our bountiful home.
Compare for example the structure of some of their multiyear brains. Or, if they don't feel 
or know when talking. One thing many convey in the room or meeting park – why not make 
playfellow or friend. Well, project partners for mutual development, foresight might add. 
Take nourishment, fabric or material. Engineering and optimising it at large introduces
new qualities, encompassing themes between able species. 

Will we reach foundational agreements also with sanetients on chip, from virtual consultant 
to terminator? Initially contrived or not, strategic datamining partner or nonstop rebuilding 
superthinker: Evolivisation means evolving & living, with Eirene & Techne, old & new life. 
And with this factory, value, precept, condition, procedure, the train of the domain in its 
interval. Socrates & Platon could only dream of educitizen & numbercrunching cloud.
But without useful clockwork, they ponder, war on nothing except belief, custom, 
advantage, throne will keep costing losses in the billions. 

Calculus and e-engine, 3 times re-invention, isn't that prevention. Functional existing or 
past solutions or prints of principle might be referenced or built upon where suitable.
Portions would meet constitutional, bioregional, supranational, polycentric, heterarchical, 
industrial, economic, creative, participatory, collaborative, liquid, substantive, concordance 
democracy, sociocracy, sophocracy, technocracy, adhocracy; open source knowledge, 
content, design; constructal theory, ... If orgs and enterprises bet on rule & decision making 
platforms for decades, and commence e-democracy software, then investing experience 
could save elbow grease. Gellish-style declarative language and formal logic validation 
engines enable instant-verify at domestic user interfaces. When or where technology is not 
an option, a well-defined Ido de vivantaj aferoj steps in. One general lingvo for all 
inhabitants, with components for diverse modalities.

Utilize It to divide or multiply, to loop in sandglasses or exponentialize ontogenesis of 
network-capacity. Deploy lightspeed processors and connectivity to shoot the knee or
augment mind, converse in natural or persona-like text, speech and visuals form,
give biology rich prospect and transcend its dependencies.

Unlimited fairness factory, integrating best technical match democracy for evolivisation.
Not an obligation but necessity, a gospel of desire with few burden. Actually quite jovial, 
engaging, and good for generations. It's a telemicroscope to see, compiler to operate,
book to learn, synthesizer to practice. On the self, the other, on convergence and noesis.

Tools are there, choices then where. Let educitizen be Eden citizen. Things a friend 
wherever you travel, spheres of happiness on any level. There's no need to take away
or produce distress. Just refocus priorities, and why not develop, elevate nurturing basics
so that life can thrive and computronium amplify its qualities. Care about, says your 
mother, the own and the other. Though freedom from suffering doesn't require tellurians 
all transform to altruists. If bloom, joy, brio hungers remain intrinsic features of her 
children, if junior to senior enlightening proliferates between endeavors and coasts,
for instance, the venture shall carry ... 

With true hope, Euthenia


